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really scratching. We were eating once every two
days, getting by on minimal sustenance.

"Another thing is we've had trouble getting our
bills paid because we're so low on money. Our
welfare officer-s- he was nice about it-t- old us that if
we didn't get our bills "paid the government could cut
off out stamps. I don't understand the reasoning
behind that at all," he said.

A UNL chemical engineering major, Lance
Kocontes, agreed that getting food stamps is a hassle.
But it's worth it, he said.

$46 for SI 12

Kocontes, his wife Deb and Daughter Alysha, have
been using food stamps for 15 months. The stamps
pay for about one-ha- lf of the Kocontes' food bill.

This month, Mrs. Kocontes said they paid $46 for
$112 worth of groceries.

Kocontes said he isn't concerned what other
people think because they are on welfare. Although
they have not been treated rudely by anyone because
of their economic status, Mrs. Kocontes said she
heard of an instance from a friend where a grocery
store clerk criticized a recipient.

The clerk made snide comments about the

recipient because she had used food stamps lo buy a

cake mix, which the clerk considered a "luxury
item," Mrs. Kocontes said.

The people in the welfare office seem "like they
would rather not have students apply for food
stamps," Kocontes said. The welfare office seems to
think the students are only around for nine months
and then disappear, he said.
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Mr. and Mrs. Lance Kocontes in February paid $46 for stamps that would buy $1 12 of
food items.
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Ce que
vous avez

besoin est un
service

de cheques
sans frais

America's burger barrage will always come and go but there's one

big burger that will live on! Our famous Burger King Whopper11

backs up its bigness with quality. There's a large pure beef pattie,
complemented by generous portions of tomatoes, pickles, onions,
lettuce, ketchup and mayonnaise. Burger King always builds
them better!
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Get Right
Down to

the Nitty Gritty

Gtilbaiili
Main Ban- k- 14th & M

Drive-up-20l- h & O
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